BUILD SCALE SELL
IN

Enter the exciting world of access and
privilege that few enjoy. This is The
Boardroom.
A special event series that connects driven
business owners and sophisticated investors.
The Boardroom is on the hunt to find gamechanging, innovative businesses with a desire
to scale.

IS THIS YOU?

$68 trillion will be lost by baby boomers in the coming 30 years
according to worldwide asset management company, Cerulli
Associates. The shift in wealth has been dubbed as the 'Great
Wealth Transfer'.
Every single day, right under our noses, billions of dollars of
wealth are transferring hands in the global economy and now
is your opportunity to break down the borders and tap into the
global Great Wealth Transfer.
What if there was a way to tap into this wealth transfer, right
now? Well... There is, It's called The Boardroom.

APPLICATIONS CLOSING SOON

We are on a global quest to find the next generation of
entrepreneurs who have what it takes to scale into Fortune
500 companies.
Is your business disruptive? Is it set up with the right Structure,
Systems and Strategy? Are you equipped with the mindset to
Build, Scale and Sell your Enterprise?
If you’re a business owner that wants to Build, Scale and Sell
and you’re in need of additional capital to propel your growth,
this is the opportunity of a lifetime.
Featuring a superstar selection of world-class proven experts,
The Boardroom panel has enabled over $17 billion worth of
transactions and has saved businesses on the edge of
liquidation.

With a powerful Board, your business will be set up to create
more sales and earn more profits than ever before.
The Boardroom will future proof your business even through
worldwide pandemics or economic conditions.
With a broad range of building, scaling and selling businesses,
our team has 140 years of combined industry experience in the
trenches.

YOUR PANEL
CISSY MA

Billion Dollar Mergers &
Acquisitions Engineer

MARCO ROBERT

Silicon Valley Business Investor

JOHN RANKINS

Multi Millionaire Serial Entrepreneur

JACOB GALEA

Australia's #1 Success Coach

OSCAR CHAVEZ
Billion Dollar Sales & Marketing Engineer

Together, we are The Boardroom.
We take a full on, "no-BS" approach to solving huge problems,
from Sales, Marketing, Branding, Logistics and Operations with
Technology.
There is no problem we cannot solve.

Apply for your opportunity to be featured on The Boardroom
show to access world-class business advisory and generate
funding for your business.
APPLY NOW IF YOU:
Operate a business that generates over $2 million
per annum in sales
Want to raise over $5 million of capital or sell part
of the company
Create lifetime customers
Have a great product or service that solves real
problems in the marketplace
Want expansion through business acquisition

CLICK HERE
To Apply

Our mission at The Boardroom is to set up
business owners and investors to Build,
Scale and Sell highly profitable Enterprises.
Limited Spots Available
Applications closing soon.

CLICK HERE

